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Land processes lead to surprising patterns
in atmospheric residence time of water
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Research questions (Part I)
• What is the global average residence time of water in the atmosphere?
• What is the spatial picture of residence in the atmosphere from differ-

ent perspectives (i.e., precipitation, evaporation, age)?
• What is the probability distribution function (PDF) of residence time?

Previous findings
• Global average residence time of water in the atmosphere (or turn-

over time, definitions not always used consistently) is non-controver-
sially estimated at 8-10 days in many textbooks.

• Spatial pictures of depletion on replenishment times provided by Tren-
berth (1998) and Van der Ent and Savenije (2011), but these are not 
equal to actual residence times.

• Läderach and Sodemann (2016) provided a global spatial picture of 
precipitation residence time in the atmosphere, but with an extremely 
low average estimate of 4-5 days.

Fig. 1. Earth’s hydrological cycle with residence times
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Storage  : 12.6±0.2×10  km  (average reanalysis products in Tre11)
      : 12.4×10  km  (ERA-Interim)
Residence time : 8.9±0.4 days (best estimate based on Rod15 fluxes and Tre11 storage)

: 8.4 days (ERA-Interim evaporation weighted)
: 8.3±0.2 days (moisture tracking methods evaporation weighted)

     : 8.6 days (ERA-Interim precipitation weighted)
: 8.7±0.5 days (moisture tracking methods precipitation weighted)

Age : 8.6 days (WAM-2layers moisture weigthed)
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  : 449.5±22.2×10  km  yr  (Rod15)

      : 460×10  km  yr  (ERA-Interim)
Res. time : 8.1±0.3 days (tracking methods)
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  : 116.5±5.1×10  km  yr  (Rod15)

      : 120×10  km  yr  (ERA-Interim)
Res. time :10.0±0.8 days (tracking methods)
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  : 70.6±5.0×10  km  yr  (Rod15)

      : 81×10  km  yr  (ERA-Interim)
Res. time : 10.4±0.9 days (tracking methods)
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 : 403.5±22.2×10  km  yr  (Rod15)

      : 411×10  km  yr  (ERA-Interim)
Res. time : 7.8±0.1 days (tracking methods)
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Runoff : 49.5±6.8×10  km  yr  (Rod15)
      : 39×10  km  yr  (ERA-Interim)

Conclusions
• “Best” global average estimate of atmospheric water is 8.9 ± 0.4 days 

(one standard deviation), with large spatial differences and different 
ways to look at atmospheric residence time.

• PDFs of residence time have long tails and a median around 5 days.
• Transpiration and canopy interception evaporation have differently shaped 

PDFs in first few days after entering the atmosphere.
• Daily cycle in residence time PDF associated with presence of cyclicities in 

forcing data.

Fig. 2. Spatial estimates of residence times and age 
Results are a combined estimate of moisture tracking with WAM2-layers (Van 
der Ent et al, 2014) and 3D-T (Tuinenburg, 2013; based on Dirmeyer and Bru-
baker, 1999), forced with ERA-Interim data.

Fig. 3. Probability density functions of residence time
Land evaporation behaves differently compared to oceanic evaporation: differ-
ent shape of the distribution and a remarkable daily cycle.
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Research questions (Part II)
• Which land processes cause the differences in the general shape of the 

atmospheric residence time PDFs of oceanic and land evaporation?
• Why is there a daily cycle in the atmospheric residence time PDF of 

land evaporation?

Fig. 3. Residence time PDF of evaporation components
Moisture tracking with 3D-T, forced with GLDAS data.

Fig. 3. Estimated alpha-parameter Gamma distribution


